Vacancy: DevOps Engineer
Do you want to focus on managing software and on
developing? If you are a technical proactive DevOps
Engineer who likes to enhance our software, improve
stability and perform technical testing, then we are looking
for you!
You will be based in Amsterdam and will be joining a high performing team who work closely
together and have their own expertise and focus.
As a link between development and the manager operations, it is your main task to act as a handson ‘Jack of all trades’. You are in charge of all incoming tickets and making sure, you resolve them
by yourself (bugfixing). Also testing and further developing the software belongs to your tasks.
In this role, you will:
Be the link between development and the manager operations, supporting both. You will
analyse, consult and define requirement specification, to clarify requirements before
producing functional specifications for the development team;
Be working proactively and independently on analyzing as well as fixing errors and bugs in
processes or products;
Make sure that our service is continuous, where incident management is a very important
element and to be guardian of the incident management process;
Be responsible for the technical design, development and maintenance of (parts of) the
entire multi-tier web applications of Park-line Aqua (C#, ASP.NET);
Know everything about the interfaces with various other applications and systems;
Develop and execute test cases.
You:
Have a HBO degree in Information Technology;
Have a minimum of 2 years’ experience in web applications for the Microsoft platform and
you have the admitted Microsoft Certificates;
Have experience applying multiple design patterns;
Have experience/understanding with SQL, ASP.NET, C#, JSON, .NET, XML, HTML, XHTML,
Javascript & CSS, WCF and REST API’s, Windows Services;
Demonstrate experience and understanding of testing types, including Automation,
Functional, End-to-End, and Regression testing;
Have understanding of scripting languages;

Have a proven hands-on attitude and are not afraid of rolling up his/her sleeves to get things
done and provide the required technical support.
Are comfortable working in a small team with sharp coworkers with diverse backgrounds and
job skills.
Have a great drive and a flexible and critical personality
We:
Inspire you be the best version of you;
Believe in the principle: Work hard, play hard, so we always have fun;
Have sharp, motivated co-workers in a fun and relaxed office environment;
Give you the opportunity to make the difference, especially in this combined function.
Of course, you want to know something more about us!
Since 2015 Park-line Aqua uses its proven concepts to focus on the maritime sector. Our specialized
software enables municipal and commercial (marinas) ports to digitize their important (customer)
processes. By guaranteeing the collection of fees and tolls, operations can yield higher earnings and
the service can be customized even further to meet customer demand.
For example, you could digitize and collect the following fees and tolls:
Port and berthing costs
Shore side electricity and/or other shore side services
Lock and bridge tolls
Permits for permanent berths
Transit fees
Waste processing and disposal of waste water
Bunkering clean water
Other on-site services
Anti-theft security for recreational boating
Do you think you are the man or woman for this vacancy and do you think we should drink a cup of
coffee with you? Then send us your resume including a motivation to ilse@parklineaqua.nl.

